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A Review of Solar Wind Ion and Electron Plasma I)istributions: Present Understanding and Ulysses Results
B. Ii.

Goldstein
Jet Propulsion Ixrboratory, California Institute ofI’cchnology, t%sadcnrr, CA, 91109, USA

Abstract Unlike the oral version of this paper at Solar
Wind 8, this written version is not intended as an overview of
the observational aspects of solar wind ion and electron distributions, but discusses only recent results in this rrrca with cn]phasis on LJlysscs rncasurernents, Although primarily a review, some new results on solar wind proton temperatures at
high latitudes arc presented,
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A topic of particular interest is the origin of the double
streaming of protons and alpha particles that is observed in
the solar wind, In the high speed wind, what is typically observed at 1 AIJ is the presence of two protons beams with the
higher speed beam being of lower density and traveling faster
by roughly the Alfv4n speed, Concurrently, alpha particles are
typically observed as a single bcarn also traveling faster than
the solar wind speed by about the Alfv6n speed, In the Iowcr
speed solar wind typically single proton and alpha particle
beams traveling at the same speed are observed; this may be
attributed to the lower temperatures, higher densities and
higher Coulomb collision rates in the low speed solar wind,
llowcver, at tirncs double streaming is observed in the low
spcccl solar wind, and in these cases, unlike the high speed
wind, two alpha particle beams are observed to bc present. I’hc
alpha parliclc abundance in the low speed plasma is typically
ICSS than that in the higher speed plasma in such cases, An
example of the evolution in the trailing edge of a high speed
stream from the high speed situation in which only one alpha
particle bcarn is present to the low velocity situation in which
two such beams arc present is shown in Fig. 1 (from F’c/d/IIm,
ef G’1., 1993).
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Some recent observational aspects of solar wind ion and
electron distributions are rcvicwcd, I’epics discussed arc n]ultiplc ion beams in the solar wind, temperature and heating of
solar wind ions, the electron clistribution and indications of
processes that may bc linliting electron heat flux, and how
shocks and rnagnctic mirrors affect the properties of the electron distribution. For a curlent comprehensive review of solar
wind kinetic observations and theory, sec FeMmn mtd
Marsch, 1995. Other excellent sources arc sornc of the articles
in the book on the inner heliosphcrc edited by Sch}iwnn rwd
Mar.fch (1991).
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Figure 1. One-dimensional solar wind ion spectra measured
within the high speed portion of a stt-cam that passed the Earth
between March 9 and 13, 1974. The earliest spectrum is at top
left, thence to the right, then down with the last spectrum at
bottom right, The first spectrum was measured near the beginning of the high speed stream, the last was well into the trailing edge. Speed is in units of kn]/s (nl/q)Os. V, denotes the position of the proton peak, if there is a secondary bcarm with
velocity substantially different than Vl+ VA it is dcrroted by Vl,
A cor[ect understanding of the double s[rcaming of solar
wind ions would provide us information on the origin and
transport of the solar wind. It sbotdd bc noted that proton double streaming is probably of different origin than that of Helium, Hclios observations at 0.3 A(J generally do not indicate
the presence of a secondary proton bcarn in a high speed
stream (Marsch CI al,, 1982a). Rather, a proton strahl is typically present which evolves into a secondary beam with increasing distance from the Sun. Both the strahl and the later
forming secondary beam can be understood on the basis that
faster particles have smaller Coulomb cross-sections and run
away from the bulk of the distribution (1.ivi ad Marsch,
1987).
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The situation with respect to Helium ions is quite different;
the Ileliurn berm is typically traveling faster than the primary
proton beam by about the Alfv&r speed, and must have becrr
accelerated in sorm fashion. A possible explanation is preferential absorption of ion cyclotron waves close. to the SLm by
llclium (the lower gyrofrcqtrency of Helium might absorb wave
energy before it cascades to higher frequencies where it is
available to protons). A limit on this process is that }lcliurn
will be accclera(ed so that it is no longer in resonance with the
coronal waves. This general topic, including warm plasma and
heavy ion effects on the dispersion relation arc discussed by
lsenbcrg (1984), and references therein, who concludes that
this process may bc feasible but is not as obviously correct as
one might first think. Feldman et d, (1993) instead argue that
lhc high spcccl heavy ion beams result from explosive jetting
of material in bursts from the near vicinity of the Sun with the
jets h?coming a uniform beam during the transit to the Earth.
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tial streaming beyond 2 AU is typically enhanced downstream
of forward and reverse shocks. At high latitudes, Golds[eirt et
al, (1995a) find that rclarive streanling gets as large as 1.2
times the Alfv&r speed, and that the Ile ions have transverse
motions comparable in magnitude but opposite in direction to
that of the protons, indicating that the effective wave propagation speed is significantly Icss (by about a factor of about 0.6)
than can bc explained theoretically. l’hcy speculate that if
pickup ions were not rapidly scattered in the solar wind, there
might be sufficient pressure anisotropy to account for these
observations. Earlier in-ecliptic work did not dctcrminc wave
speed, but the ratio of velocity fluctuation to magnetic field
fluctuation found in the cclipiic plane is less than calculated
from theory, but with a smaller diffmncc than found at high
latitudes.
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Figure 3. Values of the adiabatic constant, T/n2’1. Pioneer
Mf{rsch et a/, (1982b) report on }Icliurn ions rncasurtxl by
the Ilclios spacecraft from 0.3 ro 1.0 AU. These observations
arc of particular interest for several reasons, First, they founcl
{bat often the }Ic ions did not participate in the transverse n~otion of Alfv&r waves in the solar wind. At these times the }lc
ions were moving with approxima[cly the Alfvc% speed along
the ficlcl with respect to the protons, The parallc] differential
streaming between alpha particles and protons was corrc{atecl
with the solar wind speed, with values of the velocity difference as large as the Alfv&r speed being attained only in the
very high speed solar wind (see Marsc/t et al., 1982ab). More
rcccntly, Neugebal/er C? a/, (1994) reported observations of
relative streaming in the ecliptic from 1.15 to 5,40 AIJ, and
find that the correlation of parallel velocity difference with
Alfv6n speed disappears by 2 A[J. Additionally, Nwgebwcr cf
nl. also find (SCC Fig. 2) that there is no radial gradient in the
differential streaming beyond about 1.5 AU. This may bc contrasted with the notable gradient in the inner heliospherc
(Marsch et al,, 1982b). Neugebmer ef d, reporl thar differen-

estimates (Bma.rsmro et cfl., 1986) are shown as + symbols,
SWOOI’S in-ecliptic results are shown as squares, and SWOOPS
high latitude results are shown as triangles, I’hc straight lines
are a linear least squares fit to the F’ionccr data by Tr~ et rrl.
(1987).
We use data from the LJlysscs SWOOPS plasma experiment
(Bme et al,, 1992) to obtain a radial gradient of tbc proton
adiabatic constant, l’hr~’]. 3’o study solar wind heating, we excluded periocls containing Coronal Mass Ejections, shocked
plasma, magnetic c]ouds, and hi-directional electron strean]ing. Averages of plasma parameters over solar rotations were
performed, The Ulysses temperature results arc based on the
total temperature of the protons, including energy duc to rc]ative motion between primary and secondary bcarns if such arc
present (note, a similar analysis of the LJlysscs SWOOPS
plasma data is provided in Goldstein et al., 1995b, but does
not inchrdc the more recent high latitude data). The Ulysses
data were divided into two sets: a) low latitude data obtained
OUtbOLlnd from the Earth at radial distances to 4 ALJ, and b)
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rotations with average heliographic latituclc greater than 40”,
The adiabatic in},ariant T/n~’~ was computed to determine
whether the solar wind was being heated with increasing radial
distance. Our results are shown in Figure 3, superimposed with
those of 7i1 (1987) which show Pioneer 10 and 11 in-ecliptic
clata (Ilawrssano and .$mifh, 1986) along with a linear fi[ to the
I’ionccr data of 7’[(, The low latitude Ulysses results arc somewhat sca[tercd, and agree qualitatively with the Pioneer results
which arc also variable. 1.iu et al. (1 995) (not shown) have
also analyzed in-ecliptic proton and alpha-particle tcrnpcraturc
gradients using I. Jlysses SWICS (ion mass spcctrornctcr) data,
and find that in the slow solar wind ions expand adiabatically
whereas in the high speed solar wind non-adiabatic heating is
significant. I’hc lJlysses SWOOPS rcsrrlts (Fig. 3), not separated by velocity, appear to indicate a slight heating with increasing distance from the Srrn, but the rotation to rotation
variations arc so large that one hesitates to draw a firm conclusion.

‘f’hc lJlysscs high latitude results appear “doable va]acd”
from about 1.5 to 2.5 AU because the data arc averaged over
solar rotation ratl]cr than radial distance; the adiabatic constant at Northern high latitudes was larger than at Soulhertl
high latitudes fronl about ] ,5 to 2 ALJ although this difference
vanished beyond about 2,2 ALJ (this is dUC primarily to a dctlsity asymmetry rather than a temperature asymmetry). It is
clear that the high latitude adiabatic invariant measured is
much higher than that measured in the ecliptic; this is not surprising as at high latitudes the temperature is higher and dmsity is lower than in the in-ecliptic, slow speed solat wind.
Additionally, it can be seen that at high latitudes the aciiabatic
constant increases most rapidly close to the Sun (from 1.4 to
2,3 AlJ), and beyond that distance the adiabatic constant is
essentially constant, This high latitude result is in apparent
contrast with the l,i[( et al. (1995) result that heating in the
high speed in-ecliptic solar wind is important from 3 to 5 AU
The I,ir/ ef al, study included all data, whereas our results cxcludc CMFk and regions that have been shocked. For these
reasons, a possible explanation of the contrast bctwccn the
fir{ ef al. high speed in-ecliptic results and our high ]atitudr
results is that shock heating is important in the ecliptic beyond 1 ALJ; it would not bc important at high Iatitudc.s durinp,
solar n]inimurn bccausc very few shocks would be expccicd, An
alternative explanation of the apparent diffcrcnccs bctwcerl
heating of high speed streams in the ecliptic and at high lati.
tudcs would be [hat bccausc MHD turbulence may CVOIVC more
rapidly in the presence of velocity shears, wave energy is con.
vcrtcd to thcrrnal energy more rapidly in the ecliptic than at
high latitudes, Further studies will bc required to sort out what
is really happening. ‘1’hc dcpcndcncies of ion heating esti.
mates upon data se]cction criteria need to be more thoroughly
investigated and documented, Also, it should bc possible to
obscrvationally study the evolution of the Alfv&r wave tLlrbL1.
Iencc as a function of distance from the Sun, and determine how
WCII the energy loss from the turbrrlcnce agrees with both the
observed ion healing and with predictions from turbulence
theory as to the heating rate,

IJarge-scale Electron Dynamics
A good deal of debate over the large-scale properties of the
electron distribution took place at Solar Wind I:ight, and it is
clear that some basic problems remain unsolved. I+vea if scattering of electrons by waves is ignored, the properties of the
electron distribution with distance from the SLIO arc difficult to
estimate because the electron mean free path for Coulomb collision dcpcncls upon electron energy and can bc ICSS than or
greater than the solar wind expansion scale length. In the hotter portions of the electron distribution that arc collisionlcss,
freely moving electrons run away to form a strahl, but how the
strahl merges into the collisional thcrrnal electron distribution
is at present unquantifiecl. Sctufder and Olbert (1979) den~onstratcd that if only a few pcrccnt of the electrons arc collisionICSS, the conventional theory for heat conduction in a collisional plasma fails, O/bcrf (1983) later applied a Krook’s ap !~]t~xil}l:l[ion (a relaxation time method, which is lCSS rip{w(m~
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Figure 4, From Scime et al. (1994) using Ulysses thcrrnal
clcclron data. The upper panel displays the core electron sJlccd
in the plasma frame plotted as dots and the Alfvr5n speed as a
Iinc, both in kn~/s, l’he lower panel displays heat flLIx (pW/n12)
and the rnagnitudc of the magnetic field (nI’).
than solving the F’okker-Planck equation) to solving the coupled electron distribution function and solar wind equations.
Shoub (1987) argued that limitations in Olbcrt’s niethod made
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the results unreliable, and discussed possible in~proved approaches, but to date a trustworthy calculation is not available,
It n]ay be, however, that the solar wind heat flux is liruitcd
by kinetic instabilities, and the basic properties of the electron distribution can bc cstirnatcd with crude assun~ptions
based upon linlitin~ the heat flux. F’e/rhtwr et al. (1976) inves- ,
tiga[cd the cor[clation of the heat flux with local solar wind
pararnctcrs, and found a good correlation with the Alfvdn
spccci, ‘f’his encouraged rnodcls based on the idea that the heat
flux is lirnitcd by an instability. .Scin~c et cd. (1994) and Gary
CI al, (1994) have recently investigated these possibilities
observationally and theoretically. Scirnc et al. investigated
the correlation between the core electron/proton velocity difference ancl the solar winci Alfv&r speed, anti bctwccn the heat
flux and the rnagnctic field rnagnitudc (Fig. 4). Althoup,h at
[inws the Alfv&r speed and core velocity difference arc weli
corrcla[eci, [his is often not the case, On the other hanci, the
heat flux is well correlated with magnetic field, .kime C( o/.
note that if heat flux is conserved along a flux tube, one naturaliy ob[ains a correlation between the tnagnctic field and the
heat fiLIx that has nothing to do with heat flux limitation, anti
note that apparent correlations with solar wind paran]cters can
[hcrcforc bc misleading.
Gary et rd. (1994) adopt a bi-Maxwcllian rnodcl of tbc electron ciistriburion, assuming a high density coid bean] moving
with less than solar wind velocity, and a low density hot bcarn
nloving quickly outwards. Unstable modes considered include
the rnagnctosonic heat flux instability, the Alfw% heat flux
instability, and the whist]cr heat flux instability. They conc]udc that the whistler heat flux instability is easiest to excite,
anti cicrive a nurnbcr of expressions for the instability threshold. lJsing solar wind pararnctcrs based upon LJlysses in.
ecliptic plasma conditions, and assuming a rninirnurn growth
rate nccdcci for an instability to occur, they derive an uppe]
boun(i for the glob:~l heat flux law (threshold of whistier instability) of:

q, .-

3!?:7.
w
R3.0 n,?

Sc-ime et al, coniparcd rncasurcd radiai heat flux profiles with
predictions based on Gcrty ef al., preciictions based on a bi Maxweliian ctnpiricai heat flux (F’c/dmcwI et al,, 1975), anti
with predictions from two models based on coilisionai heat
fluxes. I’hc rnodcls based on ad-hoc bi-Maxwellian techniques
ciid WCII, suggesting that this is a useful way to undcrstanci
sonm propcr[ies of the solar wind electron distribution, Scimc
el d. observed a power law dcpcndcncc of

Scimr et d. note that if the parallel to perpendicular halo
tctnpcra(ure assumed by Gary et al. is arbitrarily increased fronl
0.735 (observed value) to 0.95, an cxceiient quantitative
agrecrncnt of theory with the observations can be obtained, If
we arc to use and in]prove such rnodcls, it is necessary to understand if the parls of these models (i.e., core and haio) behave as we might ordinarily expect,
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Figure 5. Increase of the core electron temperature anisotropy, 1’,[1’., with distance from the using LJiysscs in-ecliptic
data, fronl Phillips et al, 1995a.
A suri>rising property of the Ulysses core electron observations beyond 1 AU was the incrcasc with radiai distance of the
ratio Tl{t’, (Figure 5, from Phillips ef al., 1995a). Phillips ef
al. , assun~ing a linear variation of anisotropy with distance
from the Sun, find that the anisotropy increases frorm about
1.15 near 1 ALJ to about 1.27 near 5 ALJ. I’his is not what is
expected from conservation of the double adiabatic invariant.
Phillips and Gosling (i 990) find that, in a rnodcl for the core
distribution based on the doubtc adiabatic hypothesis, l’,l/T’.
should decrease. The cause of the increase of T; ~’L from 1 to 5
AU is unclear. One possibility is that noniocal collisioniess
electrons dynamics are important, (e. g., Scudder cd Olbert).
Another idea is that coliisionai drag of the protons on the core
eicctrons (with the proton drag force on the electrons bci ng
balanced by rhc paralicl component of the solar winci electric
field) would scatter core cicctrons, but onc wouici think that
such scattering would either isotropim particles or perhaps
favor perpendicular heating. Yet anotbcr thought is that eicctroslatic fluctuations (perhaps ob]iqucly propagating whistlers) preferentially heat the parallel component of electron
terupcrature. It is cicar that we have a long way to go in undcrstan(iing solar wind electron dynamics.

Rlcctrons, Mirroring, and Shocks
Electrons, because of their high tilcrnlai speeds, n]ay provide inforn}ation as to processes occurring remote frorm the
point of observation; sevcrai interesting examples of such
behavior have recently been reported, Phillips et al. (1 992)
have observed (Fig, 6) within a Coronal Mass Rjcction not
only the usual bidirectional streaming, but an additional unidirectional nan owcr beam; they named this configuration a
“strahl-on-strahl” distribution. Their interpretation is that the
broacicr bidirectional bcarn is duc IC) electrons ti)at arc either
mirrored within the CMF or have maclc rnultipic passes through
the CMil (prcsurnably being mirrored closer to the Sun). The
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narrow unidirectional beam is interpreted as coming directly

from the Sun without scattering.
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Figure 6. Strahl-on-strahl distribution from Phillips cf a/.
(1 992). Log of electron counting rate is shown as a function of
in-ccliplic look angle.
Another ncw class of suprathermal events has very recently
been reported by }’hi[lips et al. ( 1995b). At low solar Iatitudcs
and distances beyond 3.37 ALJ, suprathermal distributions were
observed comprising an antisurrward field aligned beam, along
with a rcturu (sunward) population having a drop OU[ for pitch
anglcs lCSS than 60”. ‘f ’he interpretation is that the sunward
nloving electrons rnirlorcd from increases in magnetic field
occurring farlhcr from the Sun than the spacecraft, and thal the
wide loss cones arc caused by a weak mirror ratio.
And yet another surprise was the discovery of bidireclicrnal
str-taming in solar wind electrons not associated with the presence of a Coronal Mass Ejection. Gosling et al, (1993) report
enhanced fluxes of suprathernlal electrons upstrcarn of ccrrotrtting shocks beyond -2 AIJ. The events are most intense
closc to [he shocks, with the typical duration near 5 AU being
abo~]t 2.4 days, As the upstrcarn sides of corotating shocks
face towards the Sun, the electrons Icaking frorm the shock
front travel upstream in a direction opposite to the usual solar
wind electron heat flux. A significant aspect of this phenon~enon proposed by Gos/i/lg et a/. is that scat[cred suprathcrmal
electrons traveling upstream to 1 A(J may contribute to the
solar wind halo observed at all pitch angles there.
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